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1. INTRODUCTION

Computational simulations of chemistry are used by the chemical engineering commu-
nity to solve and give insight to a variety of problems, such as the analysis of combustion
reactions. Automated reaction mapping is an important tool in cheminformatics where
it may be used to classify reactions or validate large suites of reactions, called mech-
anisms. Improvements in computing power have made it possible to produce reaction
mechanisms that contain hundreds of species and thousands of reactions. The size of
mechanisms is expected to continue to grow in order to provide more details about
the chemistry they are modeling because they are used in technical applications that
require accurate and reliable simulations. Mechanism generation algorithms create all
theoretically likely reactions, which results in very large and unorganized mechanisms
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Fig. 1. Mechanism generation flow chart. The kineticist develops rules that are used by the generation
algorithm to create a new reaction mechanism. The reaction mechanism is then checked for consistency
using the Reaction Classification ARM (RCARM) tools. If the mechanism fails this consistency check, the
kineticist should determine the cause of the failure and generate the mechanism again. After the mechanism
passes this consistency check, the validation procedures are performed. If the mechanism fails the validation
procedures, the kineticist should revise the rules used to generate the mechanism. Once the mechanism has
passed the validation procedures, the kineticist has the resulting final mechanism.

that must be reduced [Carstensen and Dean 2008; Németh et al. 2002]. The mechanism
reduction algorithms are computationally expensive and may take days to complete
[Nagy and Turányi 2009; Sun et al. 2010]. Prior to running a mechanism reduction
algorithm, a kineticist should sort the reactions, based on each reaction’s classification,
to verify that all of the important reactions and reaction classes are included. The
kineticist may be required to run the mechanism generation algorithm and check the
output multiple times prior to reducing the mechanism. The Automated Reaction Mp-
ping (ARM) tools are used to create a more robust mechanism using fewer iterations of
the mechanism generation procedure, as shown in Figure 1. The ARM tools are used
to check for consistency prior to checking rate coefficients and performing validation
procedures. If the validation of the mechanism fails, the kineticist must improve the
current knowledge used to generate the reaction mechanism. The ARM tools are useful
in assisting the kineticist to hone in on the problem when the validation fails. Because
the kineticist may have to run the automated reaction mapping algorithms multiple
times when generating a new mechanism, it is essential that these algorithms are
efficient.

A reaction may be represented as a collection of reactant and product graphs where
a set of reactant graphs is transformed into a set of product graphs. The reaction-
mapping problem may be formulated as that of finding a mapping from the atoms of
the reactant graphs to the atoms of the product graphs that minimizes the number
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Fig. 2. A simple chemical reaction: OH + C H4 ⇔ H2 O + C H3.

of bonds broken or formed [Crabtree and Mehta 2009]. For example, consider the
reaction OH +CH4 ⇔ H2O +CH3 shown in Figure 2. The optimal mapping will break
a C-H reactant bond and form an O-H product bond. The general automated reaction
mapping problem is known to be NP-hard [Akutsu 2004; Crabtree and Mehta 2009].
(Akutsu [2004] previously considered a different formulation of the reaction mapping
problem in which there is a bound on the number of cuts on each reactant and product
molecule and showed this formulation to be NP-complete.)

In this article we present four algorithms that significantly improve the run-
time of the Constructive Count Vector (CCV) algorithm presented by [Crabtree and
Mehta 2009; Crabtree et al. 2010], while maintaining solution optimality. The authors
[Crabtree and Mehta 2009; Crabtree et al. 2010] have proven their algorithms result
in an optimal solution. Our improvements do not affect optimality. The improvements
are based on (i) the use of a fast (but not 100% accurate) canonical labeling algorithm,
(ii) name reuse (i.e., storing intermediate results rather than recomputing), and (iii)
an incremental approach to canonical name computation. The four algorithms are the
Two-Stage Constructive Count Vector (2-CCV), the Two-Stage Constructive Count Vec-
tor with Name Reuse (2-CCV NR), the Two-Stage Constructive Count Vector with Name
Reuse and Fast Degree Neighborhood Naming (2-CCV NR FDN), the and Two-Stage
Constructive Count Vector with Fast Degree Neighborhood Naming and Minimal Stor-
age (2-CCV FDN MS). We provide expressions for the complexity of our algorithms,
but we are unable to simplify the expressions into a closed form because they are
based on the complexity of CCV, which cannot be simplified to a closed form [Crabtree
and Mehta 2009]. The improved algorithms usually perform over 15 times faster
than CCV.

The remainder of the article is as follows. Section 2 presents background informa-
tion and discusses related work. Section 3 presents our four algorithms for automated
reaction mapping. Section 4 presents extensive experimental results obtained by test-
ing our four algorithms on a variety of reaction mechanisms. Section 5 concludes the
article.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1. Graph Representation of Molecules

A chemical graph may be used to represent a molecule where the vertices and edges
represent atoms and bonds, respectively. A formal definition of a chemical graph is
given by the following.

Definition 2.1 (Chemical Graph). A chemical graph is a graph G(V, E), where each
vertex v has an associated label l(v) ∈ {a1, . . . , ak}. Each label denotes a chemical atom
(e.g., C, O, H). Each edge e ∈ E corresponds to a chemical bond. [Crabtree and Mehta
2009]

In Figure 3, the H2O molecule has two bonds. Each bond is formed by joining the
oxygen atom with a hydrogen atom. A chemical graph has bounded degree or valence
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Fig. 3. H2 O Molecule.

since each atom has a limited number of valence electrons, which is a constant value
for each atom.

A chemical multigraph may have more than one edge between vertices to represent
multiple bonds between atoms (e.g., atoms may be joined by a double or triple bond).
The bond type (e.g., single, double, triple, or aromatic) may be useful in understanding
all of the changes that reactants are undergoing, but bond type is often ignored in
chemical kinetics applications because it is deemed relatively unimportant. Therefore,
our implementation works on simple chemical graphs, but can be modified to sup-
port chemical multigraphs, either directly or by using Faulon’s algorithm to convert a
chemical multigraph into a simple graph in polynomial time [Faulon 1998].

Note that chemical graphs may be defined geometrically or as abstract graphs. In a
geometric graph, each node has a fixed position in space. Geometric graphs are useful
for chemists to understand the actual structure of a molecule. In this article, we are not
concerned with a molecule’s geometric structure, but rather the connectivity of atoms.
Therefore, in this article, we will limit our discussion to abstract graphs.

2.2. Graph Isomorphism and Canonical Naming

A key step in automated reaction mapping is determining if two graphs are isomorphic.

Definition 2.2 (Isomorphism). Two graphs, G1 and G2, are isomorphic if there is a
bijection of the vertices of G1 and the vertices of G2, f : V (G1) → V (G2) such that two
vertices, u and v are adjacent in G1 if and only if f (u) is adjacent to f (v) in G2.

No efficient algorithm has been found to determine if two general graphs are isomor-
phic [Pemmaraju and Skiena 2003]. There are special cases where determining whether
graphs are isomorphic can be solved in polynomial time. These special cases include
triconnected planar graphs [Hopcroft and Tarjan 1973], planar graphs [Hopcroft and
Wang 1974], interval graphs [Garey and Johnson 1990], and trees [Aho et al. 1974].
Chemical graphs may not meet these special cases and therefore we cannot use these
algorithms.

The problem of finding a canonical name for a graph is closely related to the graph
isomorphism problem.

Definition 2.3 (Canonical Name). A canonical naming, l, is a function over all
graphs, mapping a graph G to a canonical name l(G) such that for any two graphs,
G1 and G2, G1 is isomorphic to G2 if and only if l(G1) = l(G2).

If canonical names can be found for two graphs, the graphs can easily be checked for
isomorphism by comparing their canonical names [Babai and Luks 1983]. The problem
of determining whether two graphs are isomorphic can be performed at least as fast as
the problem of finding a canonical name for a graph. The algebraic methods for testing
for graph isomorphism involve determining the automorphic groups of vertices. Babai
and Luks [1983] bridged the gap between the canonical naming problem and the graph
isomorphism problem by showing the knowledge of automorphic groups of vertices can
lead to a canonical label of a graph.

Luks [1982] proved that a theoretical polynomial time solution for graphs of bounded
valence exists but does not describe an algorithm for determining graph isomorphism.
Fürer et al. [1983] provide a polynomial time solution for graphs of bounded valence
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Fig. 4. C2 H6 O Molecule.

with a worst-case time complexity of O(nτ (d)), for a suitable integer τ (d), where d is
is valence of the graph. Although these polynomial time solutions exist for graphs
of bounded valence, no practical, polynomial time algorithm has been implemented
[Faulon et al. 2004].

A related problem is the subgraph isomorphism problem, which attempts to deter-
mine if a graph is isomorphic to a subgraph of another graph. The general subgraph
isomorphism problem has been proven to be NP-complete [Garey and Johnson 1990].
Similarly, the maximum common subgraph problem finds the largest isomorphic sub-
graph common to two graphs. The maximum common subgraph problem is also known
to be NP-complete [Garey and Johnson 1990].

2.2.1. Chemical Graph Isomorphism and Canonical Labeling. The following algorithms may
be used to solve the chemical graph isomorphism problem.

Morgan’s Algorithm. One of the first canonical labeling algorithms for chemical
graphs was proposed by Morgan [1965]. The algorithm is based on node connectiv-
ity and the creation of unambiguous strings that describe a molecule. Gasteiger and
Engel [2003], state that Morgan’s algorithm may fail on highly regular graphs because
it results in oscillatory behavior.

Nauty. One of the most well-known and fastest algorithms for determining chemical
graph isomorphism is Nauty [McKay 2013], which is based on finding the automor-
phism groups of a graph [McKay 1981]. The worst-case complexity of Nauty was ana-
lyzed by Miyazaki [1997] and found to be exponential, but in practice, Nauty is much
faster.

Bliss. The authors of Bliss improve the Nauty algorithm, using an advanced data
structure and incremental computations. The worst-case complexity of Bliss remains
exponential, but the authors have shown Bliss performs better than Nauty on bench-
mark tests [Junttila and Kaski 2007].

Signature-Based Canonization. Another well-known canonical naming algorithm for
chemical graph isomorphism is Signature [Faulon et al. 2004], which finds a canonical
name using extended valence sequences. The authors state the algorithm has expo-
nential worst-case complexity, but in practice, it appears to run much faster.

SMILES. Weininger and his colleagues [Weininger 1988; Weininger et al. 1989;
Weininger 1990] describe a chemical notation system to unambiguously describe the
structure of a molecule. The SMILES string used to describe a molecule is not neces-
sarily unique though. For the molecule shown in Figure 4, there are three different
acceptable SMILES strings. Those strings are CCO, OCC, C(O)C. It is common to be
able to find multiple SMILES strings that can describe a molecule.

2.2.2. Random Graph Isomorphism. Simple polynomial time graph canonical labeling
algorithms have been developed for determining isomorphism on random graphs. These
algorithms have been proven to produce a unique canonical label for most graphs
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Fig. 5. C3 H8 + C3 H7 ⇔ C3 H7 + C3 H8 chemical reaction.

generated under the Gn,p random graph model. The algorithms are designed with
failure criteria to ensure only unique canonical labels are generated.

Definition 2.4 (Gn,p Random Graph Model). In the Gn,p random graph model, start
with an undirected graph with n vertices and no edges. Consider each of the

(n
2

)
possible

edges and add it to the undirected graph with probability p [Mitzenmacher and Upfal
2005].

Babai et al. [1980] present a simple isomorphism testing algorithm based on vertex
degree distributions. They use the degree distributions to determine a canonical name
for the input graph. The worst-case complexity of their algorithm is O

(
n2

)
, where n

is the number of vertices. The algorithm will fail if the largest vertex degrees are not
unique. Since chemical graphs have bounded valence, many nodes will have the same
degree and the algorithm will fail.

Czajka and Pandurangan [2008] present a linear time algorithm (O(V + E), where V
is the number of vertices and E is the number of edges) for the canonical labeling of a
random graph that is invariant under isomorphism. The basic idea of their algorithm is
to distinguish the vertices of a graph using the degree of the neighbors. The algorithm
fails if the degree neighborhoods are not distinct. Since chemical graphs have bounded
valence, many nodes are likely to have degree neighborhoods that are not distinct and
the algorithm will fail.

2.3. Automated Reaction Mapping Problem Definition

We formulate the automated reaction mapping problem in the same manner as
Crabtree and Mehta [2009], using some of the same definitions. Some other exist-
ing algorithms [Akutsu 2004] formulate the problem slightly differently because of the
limitations they place on the problem.

Definition 2.5 (Chemical Reaction). A chemical reaction is an equation of the form

R1 + R2 + · · · + Rp ⇔ P1 + P2 + · · · + Pq,

where each reactant Ri, and each product, Pj , is a chemical graph [Crabtree and Mehta
2009].

Figure 5 shows a chemical reaction.
The bond symbol describes the atoms connected by a bond (e.g., a bond that connects

a carbon and an oxygen atom has a CO bond symbol) [Crabtree and Mehta 2009] The
reactants and products of Figure 5 both contain 4 CC and 15 CH bonds.

Definition 2.6 (Valid Chemical Reaction). In a valid chemical reaction, the atoms
are conserved in the equation. That is, if there are Ai reactant atoms of type i, there
should be Ai product atoms of type i [Crabtree and Mehta 2009].

Figure 5 is a valid chemical reaction because the number of C and H atoms is the
same in the reactants and products (6 and 15, respectively).

Definition 2.7 (Reaction Mapping). A reaction mapping in a valid chemical reaction
is a one-to-one mapping f of each vertex v in the reactant graphs to a vertex w in the
product graphs such that l(v) = l(w) [Crabtree and Mehta 2009].
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Fig. 6. H2 O ⇔ H + OH chemical reaction.

Consider the reaction of Figure 6. The single O atom in the reactant must necessarily
map to the single O atom of the products. The two H atoms in the reactant (say, Ha
and Hb) can map onto the two H atoms in the product (say, Hx and Hy) in two ways:
(Ha → Hx, Hb → Hy) or (Ha → Hy, Hb → Hx).

Definition 2.8 (Cost of a Mapping). The cost of a mapping f : Consider a pair of ver-
tices v1 and v2 in the reactant graphs; let w1 = f (v1) and w2 = f (v2). Cost c(v1, v2) = 1 if
there is a bond between v1 and v2, but not between w1 and w2 or vice versa; c(v1, v2) = 0
if there is either a bond between v1 and v2 and between w1 and w2 or if there is no bond
between each pair. Adding the cost over all possible vertex pairs (v1, v2) in the reactant
graphs gives the cost of the mapping [Crabtree and Mehta 2009].

The cost of either mapping of the reaction shown in Figure 6 is 1 because one reactant
bond must be broken in order to form the products.

Definition 2.9 (Reaction Mapping Problem). The reaction mapping problem is
“Given a valid chemical reaction, obtain a mapping of minimum cost” [Crabtree and
Mehta 2009].

The minimum cost mapping of the reaction shown in Figure 5 is 2 because a reactant
bond must broken and a product bond must be formed. The minimum cost mapping of
the reaction shown in Figure 6 is 1 because a reactant bond must be broken.

Definition 2.10 (Identity Chemical Reaction). An identity chemical reaction is one in
which there is a one to one correspondence between the reactant graphs and the product
graphs such that each reactant graph is isomorphic to the corresponding product graph
[Crabtree and Mehta 2009], that is, the same molecules appear on both sides of the
reaction. (This concept is used in Theorem 2.11.)

Note that a valid chemical reaction may have more than one optimal mapping and
the optimal mapping may not accurately represent the underlying chemistry. Consider
the C3 H8 + C3 H7 ⇔ C3 H7 + C3 H8 reaction shown in Figure 5. In the actual underlying
chemistry, this reaction breaks a carbon-hydrogen bond on the C3 H8 reactant and
forms a carbon-hydrogen bond on the C3 H7 reactant. Although this optimal mapping
accurately represents the underlying chemistry (i.e., a hydrogen is abstracted from the
C3 H8 reactant to the C3 H7 reactant), it is also possible to find an optimal mapping that
does not represent the underlying chemistry. For example, another possible optimal
mapping breaks and forms a carbon-hydrogen bond on the C3 H7 reactant without
breaking or forming any bonds in the C3 H8 reactant. Note that it is also possible
that none of the optimal mappings represent the underlying chemistry of a reaction.
Although it is possible for the minimum cost mapping(s) to inaccurately represent the
underlying chemistry, we have found, in practice, that the optimal mapping is usually
accurate.

The general automated reaction mapping problem is known to be NP-hard [Akutsu
2004; Crabtree and Mehta 2009].

2.4. Previous Automated Reaction Mapping Algorithms

Several approaches have been developed to solve the automated reaction mapping
problem.
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2.4.1. Akutsu’s Algorithm. Akutsu [2004] provides two main algorithms for solving the
automated reaction mapping problem by limiting the problem to a specific form of
reactions: XA + Y B ⇔ XB + Y A. The first algorithm limits compounds to trees and
has a worst-case time complexity of O

(
n1.5

)
. The second algorithm does not limit the

compounds to trees and has a worst-case time complexity of O
(
n3

)
, where n is the

maximum number of vertices of the compounds in the reaction.

2.4.2. Felix and Valiene’s Algorithm. Félix and Valiente [2005] reduce the automated re-
action mapping problem to a series of chemical substructure searches between the
reactant and product graphs. This approach limits their automated reaction mapping
algorithms to specific reaction classes. The authors identify four main classes of re-
actions, which include combination reactions (A + B ⇔ AB), decomposition reactions
(AB ⇔ A + B), displacement reactions (A + BC ⇔ AC + B), and exchange reactions
(AB+ CD ⇔ AD + CB).

2.4.3. Subgraph Isomorphism-Based Algorithms. In Arita [2000] and Hattori et al. [2003]
algorithms for automated reaction mapping are presented which are based on the
maximum common subgraph problem. The maximum common subgraph heuristic ap-
proaches are not ideal because these solutions have no guarantee of finding the correct
mapping [Arita 2000] and the maximum common subgraph problem is known to be
NP-hard [Garey and Johnson 1990]. It may also be difficult to find mapping rules
consistent with multiple reaction formulas [Akutsu 2004].

2.4.4. Maximum Common Edge Subgraph-Based Algorithms. In Körner and Apostolakis
[2008] and Apostolakis et al. [2008] the authors extend a branch and bound algorithm
called RASCAL. The algorithms are based on the maximum common edge subgraph
problem. In the maximum common edge subgraph problem, the edges are mapped as
opposed to vertices in the maximum common subgraph based approach. Since the max-
imum common edge subgraph problem is similar to the maximum common subgraph
problem, it will have the same problems as any maximum common subgraph-based
approach.

2.4.5. Crabtree’s Algorithms. In Crabtree and Mehta [2009] and Crabtree et al. [2010],
the authors present five algorithms for automated reaction mapping that work for any
valid chemical reaction. The first algorithm is a fast greedy heuristic, which is not
guaranteed to find an optimal solution. The second algorithm is an exponential-time
exhaustive algorithm which is guaranteed to find the optimal solution. The remaining
three algorithms use the chemical information of the reaction to intelligently generate
bit patterns, which represent bonds to be cut on the reactant and product graphs. These
three algorithms produce an optimal solution.

Crabtree and Mehta [2009] provide the following theorem, which is the basis for
their algorithms.

THEOREM 2.11. Any mapping of a valid chemical reaction is equivalent to cutting a
set of bonds in the reactants and products such that the resulting equation is an identity
chemical reaction.

For example, if we cut either of the reactant bonds in Figure 6, the resulting equation
is an identity chemical reaction (i.e., the resulting equation is H + OH ⇔ H + OH.)

The Constructive Count Vector (CCV) algorithm is novel because it is the fastest
algorithm presented in Crabtree and Mehta [2009] and Crabtree et al. [2010], it is
guaranteed to find the optimal solution, and it does not have the limitations that
previous algorithms have placed on the problem. Other reaction mapping algorithms
are not guaranteed to find the best mapping or they will not work for all classes of
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Fig. 7. Example reaction.

Fig. 8. Example bit pattern for Figure 7.

reactions. Because the CCV algorithm is the fastest algorithm presented in Crabtree
and Mehta [2009] and Crabtree et al. [2010] and CCV provides an optimal solution
for a general, well-defined optimization problem, we will be using CCV as our point
of comparison. We now describe the CCV algorithm in detail to provide the necessary
background information to understand our contributions.

The algorithm begins by comparing all of the reactants with all of the products to de-
termine if it is an identity chemical reaction. This check is performed by comparing the
canonical names of each of the compounds. If the reaction is an identity chemical reac-
tion, then the algorithm completes and the number of bonds broken or formed is zero.

The algorithm then systematically creates bit patterns in order to find the optimal
mapping. A bit pattern has 1 bit for each bond in the original equation, where a bit set
to “0” indicates the bond should remain and a bit set to “1” indicates the bond should
be broken. For example, consider the CH3 + C2 H4 ⇔ C3 H7 reaction shown in Figure 7.
Each bond has been labeled to indicate its position in the resulting bit patterns. The
bit pattern shown in Figure 8 would break the reactant bond labeled 3 and the product
bonds labeled 8 and 16. Note that the bit pattern shown in Figure 8 produces an optimal
mapping for the reaction in Figure 7.

CCV is based on a theorem which states that an identity chemical reaction has
the same number of bonds with each bond symbol on each side of the equation. The
algorithm therefore uses a count vector in order to track the number of bonds by bond
symbol on each side of the equation.

Definition 2.12 (Count Vector). Consider a reaction with t bond symbols. Let li be the
number of bonds on the reactant side with symbol i ∈ [1, t]. Similarly, let ri be the num-
ber of bonds on the product side with symbol i ∈ [1, t]. The count vector for the reactant
side of the equation is (l1, l2, . . . , lt) and the count vector for the product side of the
equation is (r1, r2, . . . , rt).

The count vectors for the reactants and products are used to compute the minimum
number of bonds, by type, which must be broken on the reactant side and product side
of the equation in order to find a possible mapping. The authors use a modified version
of subtraction to compute the minimum number of bonds which is denoted by ¬ and
defined as:

a ¬ b =
{

a − b if a > b
0 if a ≤ b.

(1)

The minimum number of reactant bonds that must be broken is given by
(l1, l2, . . . , lt) ¬ (r1, r2, . . . , rt), and the minimum number of product bonds that must
be broken is given by (r1, r2, . . . , rt) ¬ (l1, l2, . . . , lt). The minimum number of bonds
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Fig. 9. Bit patterns for Figure 7 that correspond to the minimum count vectors, lmin = (0, 0) and rmin =
(CC, C H) = (1, 0).

that must be broken or formed to produce a possible mapping can, therefore, be
computed as:

kmin =
t∑

i=1

|li − ri| . (2)

For example, the count vector for the reactants in Figure 7 is (CC, CH) = (1, 7),
and the count vector for the products is (CC, CH) = (2, 7). Recall that we are
treating double-bonds, such as bond 5 in Figure 7, as a single bond. Therefore, the
minimum number of reactant bonds that must be broken in a possible mapping is
lmin = (CC, CH) = (1, 7) ¬ (2, 7) = (0, 0), and the minimum number of product bonds
that must be broken in a possible mapping is rmin = (CC, CH) = (2, 7) ¬ (1, 7) = (1, 0).
Since there are two CC bonds in the products of Figure 7, the algorithm only needs to
test two bit patterns, shown in Figure 9. The first bit pattern breaks the bond labeled
“8” and the second bit pattern breaks the bond labeled “9”.

Since neither of these bit patterns produces a valid mapping, the algorithm must
break an additional reactant bond and an additional product bond to find an optimal
mapping. The algorithm therefore determines the possible ways to add a single bond
to the minimum reactant and product vectors, which will result in balanced bond
symbols. The two resulting reactant count vectors are given by lsum = (CC, CH) = (1, 0)
and lsum = (CC, CH) = (0, 1). The corresponding product count vectors are given by
rsum = (CC, CH) = (2, 0) and rsum = (CC, CH) = (1, 1), respectively. These count
vectors result in 99 bit patterns that must be tested, and 24 of those bit patterns result
in a valid mapping.

The authors use a recursive algorithm based on Knuth’s Bounded Composition Al-
gorithm [Knuth 2005], which enumerates all possible bit patterns that meet the given
count vectors. Consider the reactant count vector lsum = (CC, CH) = (0, 1) and the
corresponding product count vector rsum = (CC, CH) = (1, 1) for the reaction shown in
Figure 7. The bit pattern generator will iterate over each possible CH reactant bond
and set it to “1” in order to meet the reactants count vector. Each time it sets a bit to
“1,” it will recursively call the CCV bit pattern generator to set the next bit in the bit
pattern. The second call to the bit pattern generator will iterate over all possible CC
product bonds. For each CC product bond, there is a third recursive call to the CCV
bit pattern generator to determine the final bond that must be broken, which is a CH
product bond. The third call will iterate over all product CH bonds to create complete
bit patterns (i.e., seven different bit patterns are checked during this call to the CCV
bit pattern generator).

Once CCV has generated a bit pattern for a possible mapping, a candidate equation
will be created and tested to determine if it is a valid mapping (i.e., determine if the
candidate equation is an identity chemical reaction). CCV may stop testing candidate
equations after the first optimal mapping is found or it may find all optimal mappings,
depending on the needs of the user.

Pseudocode for CCV is provided in Algorithm 1, and a flow chart of the algorithm is
provided in Figure 10.
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ALGORITHM 1: Constructive Count Vector (CCV).
Input: A valid chemical reaction
Output: A mapped chemical reaction
Name each compound
if The compounds in the equation are fully mapped then

Display the mapping and exit
end
lmin = minimum count vector for left-hand side
rmin = minimum count vector for right-hand side
for k = 0 to the number of additional breakable bonds in the reactants do

while there are more bit patterns to evaluate do
Create the next count vector, cv containing exactly k items
/* lsum and rsum represent the number of reactant bonds and product bonds,

respectively, of each type which should be broken during this iteration.
*/

lsum = lmin + cv
rsum = rmin + cv
while there are bit patterns that conform to the count vectors lsum and rsum do

Create the next bit pattern using lsum and rsum
Create a new equation (candidate) by breaking each bond represented by “1” in the
bit pattern
Name each compound in the new equation using Nauty
if candidate is an identity chemical reaction then

Score the candidate, saving the lowest score as best
Break out of the outer for loop

end
end

end
end
Display the lowest score and/or equations

THEOREM 2.13 [CRABTREE AND MEHTA 2009]. The worst-case complexity of CCV is
O (F (l, r, b) CN (n)). Note that the notation is described in Table I.

THEOREM 2.14 [CRABTREE AND MEHTA 2009]. CCV finds a mapping of optimal cost for
a valid chemical reaction.

3. IMPROVED AUTOMATED REACTION MAPPING

3.1. Fast Canonical Labeling Using Degree Neighborhoods

In the following algorithms, we will name molecules using a fast chemical graph
canonical labeling algorithm that is not 100% accurate. The algorithm presented is
inspired by the random graph canonical labeling algorithms presented in Babai et al.
[1980] and Czajka and Pandurangan [2008] and the primitive refinement step used in
Nauty [McKay 2013].

The main idea of the Degree Neighborhood (DN) algorithm is to assign each atom
a name based on its symbol and degree and the symbol and degree of each of its
neighbors. The names of each atom are then used to assign the name to the molecule.
The DN algorithm is able to assign one name to a collection of molecules at the same
time, which allows us to give a single name to all of the reactants taken together or to
all of the products taken together.

For example, consider the CH3O molecule in Figure 11(a). We label each atom, using
its symbol and degree (Figure 11(b)). We then add to each atom’s name, the symbol
and degree of its neighbors lexicographically (Figure 11(c)). Now that each atom is
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Fig. 10. CCV flow chart.

Table I. Notation Used in Complexity Analysis

CN (n) The time complexity of the canonical naming algorithm used
n The number of atoms in the reaction
l The bond symbol vector for the reactants
r The bond symbol vector for the products

F (l, r, b)

The number of bit patterns with b bonds that result
in balanced symbols for bond symbol vectors l and r.
For example, in Figure 7 F (l, r, 3) = 99 bit patterns
(The computation of F (l, r, b) is described in [Crabtree and Mehta 2009])

m The number of optimal mappings

p
The number of candidate equations that result in a type 1 error.
(Type 1 errors will be defined later in this article)

Fig. 11. Degree neighborhood canonical labeling.

named, we lexicographically sort the atom names to create the name for the molecule.
The resulting canonical name is, therefore, [[C4][H1H1H1O1]] [[H1][C4]] [[H1][C4]]
[[H1][C4]] [[O1][C4]]. The pseudocode is presented in Algorithm 2.

As previously stated, the DN canonical label is not 100% accurate. We consider two
types of errors.
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Fig. 12. C6 H5 molecule.

ALGORITHM 2: Degree Neighborhood Canonical Labeling (DN).
Input: Molecule (M) as an adjacency matrix and list of n atoms
Output: DN Canonical Name (C)
for i = 1 to n do

/* labels[ ] holds the initial symbol and degree label for each node */
labels[i] = LabelNode(i);

end
for i = 1 to n do

/* degreeLabels[ ] holds the neighbor list for each node */
degreeLabels[i] = CreateArrayOfConnectedLabels(i);
Sort(degreeLabels[i])
/* canonicalNodeLabels[ ] holds the resulting canonical label for each node */
canonicalNodeLabels[i] = “[[” + labels[i] + “][” + ArrayToString(degreeLabels[i]) + “]]”

end
Sort(canonicalNodeLabels)
C = ArrayToString(canonicalNodeLabels)
Return C

Definition 3.1 (Type 1 Error). A type 1 error occurs if an isomorphism algorithm
determines two non-isomorphic molecules are isomorphic (i.e., a false positive).

Definition 3.2 (Type 2 Error). A type 2 error occurs if an isomorphism algorithm
determines two isomorphic molecules are not isomorphic (i.e., a false negative).

THEOREM 3.3. The Degree Neighborhood Canonical Naming Algorithm will have no
type 2 errors.

PROOF. Each node is labeled according to its degree neighborhood. The degree neigh-
borhood is lexicographically sorted. This is invariant for a molecule regardless of its
representation. Once we have these invariant labels for each node, we lexicographi-
cally sort the labels for all nodes. This is also invariant for a molecule no matter how
it is represented. Therefore, it is not possible for two isomorphic graphs to be labeled
differently.

There is no guarantee we will not have type 1 errors. For example, both of the
molecules in Figure 12 have the DN name [[C2][C2H1]] [[C2][C2C3]] [[C2][C3H1]]
[[C3][C2C3C3]] [[C3][C2C3H1]] [[C3][C3H1H1]] [[H1][C2]] [[H1][C2]] [[H1][C3]]
[[H1][C3]] [[H1][C3]]. Clearly, the molecules are not isomorphic. Experimentally we
have found that DN correctly distinguishes between nonisomorphic molecules over
99% of the time.

THEOREM 3.4. The worst-case time complexity for the Degree Neighborhood Canon-
ical Labeling Algorithm is O(n lg n), where n is the number of atoms.

PROOF. The initial symbol and degree labeling of each node takes O(n) time.
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The main loop of the algorithm iterates over each node to canonically label it. There
are n nodes, and for each node, we must find all of the neighbors, which takes O(1)
time. Once we have found all of the neighbors, we sort the labels. Note that each node
has a small bounded valence, so sorting in this case is O(1). Therefore, the loop that
adds the neighbor list to each node’s canonical label takes O(n) time.

The final step is to sort the array of all the node’s canonical labels. This takes O(n lg n)
time.

Therefore, the worst-case time for the DN canonical naming algorithm is O(n lg n).

3.2. Two-Stage Constructive Count Vector

CCV only generates bit patterns that correspond to potential mappings that have
balanced bond symbols. For each bit pattern that is generated, the algorithm creates
a new equation, names each of the reactant and product molecules using Nauty, and
then checks if it is an identity chemical reaction. Our first optimization, named the
Two-Stage Constructive Count Vector (2-CCV), avoids using Nauty unless we suspect
the resulting equation is an identity chemical reaction. The 2-CCV algorithm names
each new equation in two stages. The first stage naming is done by the DN algorithm,
and the second stage naming is done by Nauty, which is only invoked if DN returns a
match.

Pseudocode for 2-CCV is provided in Algorithm 3, and a flow chart of the algorithm
is provided in Figure 13.

As an example, we will use the same reaction as before (Figure 7). The initial name
of the reactant molecules is [[C3][C3H1H1]] [[C3][C3H1H1]] [[C3][H1H1H1]] [[H1]
[C3]] [[H1][C3]] [[H1][C3]] [[H1][C3]] [[H1][C3]] [[H1][C3]] [[H1][C3]]. The initial
name of the product molecule is [[C3][C4C4H1]] [[C4][C3H1H1H1]] [[C4][C3H1H1H1]]
[[H1][C3]] [[H1][C4]] [[H1][C4]] [[H1][C4]] [[H1][C4]] [[H1][C4]] [[H1][C4]].

Consider the case where the bit pattern breaks the bond labeled 8. The
name computed for the reactants will not change and the new name for the
product molecules is [[C2][C4H1]] [[C3][H1H1H1]] [[C4][C2H1H1H1]] [[H1][C2]]
[[H1][C3]] [[H1][C3]] [[H1][C3]] [[H1][C4]] [[H1][C4]] [[H1][C4]]. Clearly, the reactant
and product names are not the same, so we do not need to check this bit pattern using
Nauty.

The 2-CCV approach reduces the number of times the algorithm utilizes Nauty, the
more expensive chemical graph canonical labeling algorithm. It is also easier to check
a potential mapping during the first stage mapping because all of the reactant or
product molecules are named together. The first stage mapping can be checked using a
single string comparison rather than matching each reactant molecule with a product
molecule.

THEOREM 3.5. The asymptotic worst-case complexity of 2-CCV is O(F(l, r, b)(n lg n)+
(m+ p)CN(n)). Note that the notation is described in Table I.

PROOF. The worst-case complexity of CCV is given by O(F(l, r, b)CN(n)) (Theorem
2.13). The optimization added for 2-CCV generates the same number of bit patterns
with b bond symbols that result in balanced bond symbols (i.e, O(F(l, r, b)) bit patterns).

Every bit pattern that is generated must be named using the DN algorithm. Since
there are O(F(l, r, b)) bit patterns that are generated and DN has O(n lg n) worst-
case complexity, the time required to name all candidates using the DN algorithm is
O(F(l, r, b)(n lg n)).

The bit patterns that result in an identity chemical reaction (m) and the bit patterns
that result in a type 1 error (p) are named using a chemical graph canonical naming
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ALGORITHM 3: Two-Stage Constructive Count Vector (2-CCV).
Input: A valid chemical reaction
Output: A mapped chemical reaction
Name each compound
if The compounds in the equation are fully mapped then

Display the mapping and exit
end
lmin = minimum count vector for left-hand side
rmin = minimum count vector for right-hand side
for k = 0 to the number of additional breakable bonds in the reactants do

while there are more bit patterns to evaluate do
Create the next count vector, cv containing exactly k items
lsum = lmin + cv
rsum = rmin + cv
while there are bit patterns that conform to the count vectors lsum and rsum do

Create the next bit pattern using lsum and rsum
Create a new equation (candidate) by breaking each bond represented by ‘1’ in the
bit pattern
/* rName and pName are used to hold the Degree Neighborhood name for

the reactants and products, respectively */
rName = DN(reactants in new equation)
pName = DN(products in new equation)
if rName == pName then

Name each compound in the new equation using Nauty
if candidate is an identity chemical reaction then

Score the candidate, saving the lowest score as best
Break out of the outer for loop

end
end

end
end

end
Display the lowest score and/or equations

algorithm in addition to the DN algorithm (m + p total bit patterns). Therefore, the
additional time required for checking these bit patterns is O((m+ p)CN(n)).

The resulting asymptotic worst-case complexity is, therefore, O(F(l, r, b)(n lg n)+(m+
p)CN(n)).

Notice that the worst-case complexity of 2-CCV is worse than the worst-case com-
plexity of CCV because it is possible to check each candidate using both DN and Nauty.
However, 2-CCV performs significantly better than CCV because the probability of type
1 errors is very small in practice.

THEOREM 3.6. 2-CCV finds a mapping of optimal cost for a valid chemical reaction.

PROOF. The correctness of 2-CCV follows from the correctness of CCV (Theorem 2.14)
and Theorem 3.3, which guarantees that the DN algorithm can only eliminate candi-
dates that do not result in isomorphic reactant and product molecules.

3.3. Two-Stage Constructive Count Vector with Name Reuse

A second optimization was added to store the chemical graph names that are computed
for each candidate equation, since the same reactants and products get generated
multiple times during the algorithm. Rather than recomputing the names, we store
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Fig. 13. Two-Stage Constructive Count Vector flow chart.

and reuse them. The Two-Stage Constructive Count Vector with Name Reuse (2-CCV
NR) creates a hash map for the reactants and a hash map for the products for each
stage to store the chemical graph names. Pseudocode for 2-CCV NR is provided in
Algorithm 4, and a flow chart of the algorithm is provided in Figure 14.

As an example, we will use the same reaction as before (Figure 7). During the second
iteration, we will test breaking the CC reactant bond 14 times for various combinations
of breaking CC and CH product bonds. After storing the reactant’s name when testing
the first candidate, we will look up (rather than recompute) the reactant’s name for the
remaining 13 candidates.

THEOREM 3.7. The asymptotic worst-case complexity of 2-CCV NR is
O(F(l, r, b)(n lg n) + (m+ p)CN(n)). Note that the notation is described in Table I.

PROOF. The asymptotic worst-case complexity of 2-CCV is O(F(l, r, b)(n lg n) + (m+
p)CN(n)) (see Theorem 3.5). The 2-CCV NR algorithm is the same as 2-CCV with the
exception of storing chemical graph names so they can be reused. In the worst case, the
algorithm will not reuse any names which results in the same worst-case complexity
as 2-CCV.
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ALGORITHM 4: Two-Stage Constructive Count Vector with Name Reuse (2-CCV NR).
Input: A valid chemical reaction
Output: A mapped chemical reaction
Name each compound
if The compounds in the equation are fully mapped then

Display the mapping and exit
end
lmin = minimum count vector for left-hand side
rmin = minimum count vector for right-hand side
for k = 0 to the number of additional breakable bonds in the reactants do

while there are more bit patterns to evaluate do
Create the next count vector, cv containing exactly k items
lsum = lmin + cv
rsum = rmin + cv
while there are bit patterns that conform to the count vectors lsum and rsum do

Create the next bit pattern using lsum and rsum
rbits = bit pattern for reactants
if ContainsKey(reactantHashMap, rbits) /* In Hash Table? */

then
rName = Get(reactantHashMap, rbits) /* Get DN name from Hash Table */

else
if candidate equation not generated then

Create a new equation (candidate) by breaking each bond represented by “1”
in the bit pattern

end
rName = DN(reactants in new equation))
Put(reactantHashMap, rbits, rName) /* Store DN name in Hash Table */

end
/* Repeat for products to get pName */
. . .
if rName == pName then

if candidate equation not generated then
Create a new equation (candidate) by breaking each bond represented by “1”
in the bit pattern

end
Name each compound in the new equation
if candidate is an identity chemical reaction then

Score the candidate, saving the lowest score as best
Break out of the outer for loop

end
end

end
end

end
Display the lowest score and/or equations

Note that although 2-CCV NR is faster in practice than 2-CCV, the worst-case com-
plexity is the same for both algorithms.

THEOREM 3.8. 2-CCV NR finds a mapping of optimal cost for a valid chemical
reaction.

PROOF. The correctness of 2-CCV NR follows directly from the correctness of 2-CCV
(Theorem 3.6).
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Fig. 14. Two-Stage Constructive Count Vector with Name Reuse flow chart.

3.4. Two-Stage Constructive Count Vector with Name Reuse
and Fast Degree Neighborhood Naming

A third optimization, the Two-Stage Constructive Count Vector with Name Reuse and
Fast Degree Neighborhood Naming (2-CCV NR FDN), generates the DN name for a
new candidate equation by updating the DN name from a previously computed DN
name rather than computing it from scratch. When a bond is broken, it affects (i) the
names of both of the atoms connected by the bond and (ii) each of their neighbors. Note
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Table II. 2-CCV NR FDN
Stage 1 Hash Table

Bit Pattern DN Name

00000 N1

00110 N2

00101 N3

01001 N4

01100 N5

00011 N6

that chemical graphs have bounded valence, so the number of neighbors each atom has
is a small constant. The names of the remaining atoms are unchanged. We generate the
name for a new candidate bit pattern from that of a previously processed bit pattern
that broke one less bond. Note that in each iteration, the set of count vectors breaks
one more reactant and more product bond than the previous previous iteration’s set
of count vectors. For example, in our example reaction (Figure 7) the first set of count
vectors breaks 0 reactant bonds and 1 product bond. The second set of count vectors
breaks 1 reactant bond and 2 product bonds.

We find a bit pattern that broke one less bond in the previous iteration by arbitrarily
flipping a bit set to “1” in the candidate bit pattern. We then check the stage 1 hash
map to determine if the resulting bit pattern and its DN name are present. If the bit
pattern is present in the hash table, then we have a set of node names to update. If
the bit pattern was not computed in the previous iteration, then we recursively call
the procedure to find a bit pattern with one less bit set to “1” (i.e., we look for a bit
pattern which has two fewer bits set to “1” relative to the original bit pattern) in order
to generate a set of node names with one less bit set to “1”.

For example, consider the stage 1 hash table shown in Table II, which uses a bit
pattern as a key to obtain set of DN node names (Ni). Suppose we need the DN node
names corresponding to the bit pattern 01101, which is not in the hash table. Our
algorithm arbitrarily flips a bit (e.g., the first bit set to “1”) in order to obtain a bit
pattern that has one fewer bit set to “1”. For example, we may look for the DN node
names corresponding to the bit pattern 00101 in order to obtain N3. Once we have
retrieved N3, we can update the DN node names, using the procedure described in
Section 3.4.1.

Now, suppose we need the DN node names corresponding to the bit pattern 10111.
Notice the stage 1 hash table does not contain a bit pattern that has one fewer bit set
to “1”. Again, we arbitrarily flip a bit in order to obtain a bit pattern that has one fewer
bit set to “1,” say 00111. Since the hash table does not contain this bit pattern, we
recursively call this procedure and arbitrarily flip a second bit to obtain a bit pattern
which has one fewer bit set to “1” (i.e., now there are a total of two fewer bits set to “1”
than there were in the original bit pattern), say 00011 in order to obtain N6. Once we
have retrieved N6 from the hash table, we update the name in order to obtain the DN
node names corresponding to the bit pattern 00111. The updated names are added to
the hash table and they are used to obtain the DN node names corresponding to the
bit pattern 10111.

Pseudocode for 2-CCV NR FDN is provided in Algorithm 5, and a flow chart of the
algorithm is provided in Figure 15.

3.4.1. Updating a Degree Neighborhood Name. To update a DN name, we store an array
of individual atom names in the stage 1 hash maps rather than the concatenated DN
name for the molecules. Each atom of the reactants and products has an index that
allows access to its stored name in O(1) time. For example, the indices from our example
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ALGORITHM 5: Two-Stage Constructive Count Vector with Name Reuse and Fast Degree
Neighborhood (2-CCV NR FDN).
Input: A valid chemical reaction
Output: A mapped chemical reaction
Name each compound
if The compounds in the equation are fully mapped then

Display the mapping and exit
end
lmin = minimum count vector for left-hand side
rmin = minimum count vector for right-hand side
for k = 0 to the number of additional breakable bonds in the reactants do

while there are more bit patterns to evaluate do
Create the next count vector, cv containing exactly k items
lsum = lmin + cv
rsum = rmin + cv
while there are bit patterns that conform to the count vectors lsum and rsum do

Create the next bit pattern using lsum and rsum
rbits = bit pattern for reactants
/* rNames is a variable used to hold each of the node names for the

reactant graphs */
if ContainsKey(reactantHashMap, rbits) /* In Hash Table? */

then
rNames[ ] = Get(reactantHashMap, rbits) /* Get DN name from Hash Table */

else
Use the recursive procedure described in Section 3.4 to compute rNames[ ]. The
resulting rNames[ ] should be stored in reactantHashMap.

end
/* Repeat for products to get pNames[ ] */
. . .
if rNames[ ] == pNames[ ] then

Create a new equation (candidate) by breaking each bond represented by “1” in
the bit pattern
Name each compound in the new equation using Nauty
if candidate is an identity chemical reaction then

Score the candidate, saving the lowest score as best
Break out of the outer for loop

end
end

end
end

end
Display the lowest score and/or equations

reaction are shown in Figure 16. Once all of the atom names have been updated, they
can be lexicographically sorted to produce the resulting DN name.

The first step in updating the DN name comes from updating the names of the atoms
connected by the broken bond. The affected names must have their degree reduced by
one because they now have one less neighbor. In addition, the affected atoms must be
removed from each other’s neighbor’s list. Both of these changes are completed using
string manipulations.

The second step in updating the DN names comes from updating the names of the
atoms that are neighbors to the atoms connected by the broken bond. Without loss of
generality, assume the broken bond affected atoms ai and aj , where i �= j. We look at
each bond that is connected to atom ai. If a bond (e.g., the bond connects ai and ak) has
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Fig. 15. Two-Stage Constructive Count Vector with Name Reuse and Fast Degree Neighborhood flow chart.

Fig. 16. Example reaction with node indices.
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not been previously broken (i.e., its bit in the candidate bit pattern is set to “0”), then
the algorithm updates the neighbor list for atom ak. The neighbor list is updated by
replacing the first occurrence of ai ’s old symbol and degree with ai ’s new symbol and
degree. The process is repeated for atom aj . The node name changes are completed
using string manipulations.

As an example, we will use the product molecule from our example reaction
(Figure 16). We start with the array of DN node labels for the molecule, given by
the array: 0: [C4][C3H1H1H1], 1: [C3][C4C4H1], 2: [C4][C3H1H1H1], 3: [H1][C4], 4:
[H1][C4], 5: [H1][C4], 6: [H1][C3], 7: [H1][C4], 8: [H1][C4], 9: [H1][C4].

Suppose we want to break the bond with index 8, which connects the atoms with
index 0 and index 1. The algorithm will retrieve each node’s DN label and update it.
The atom at index 0 was previously named [C4][C3H1H1H1]. The portion of the label
that contains its symbol and degree will change from C4 to C3 because the atom now has
one less neighbor. The portion of the label that contains the neighbor list must remove
the reference to the atom at index 1. Therefore, the substring C3 will be removed from
the neighbor list. The new name for the atom at index 0 is [C3][H1H1H1]. Similarly,
the new name for the atom at index 1 is [C2][C4H1].

Now we must update the neighbors of the atom at index 0. The first neighbor is
the atom at index 3, which has the name [H1][C4]. The algorithm replaces C4 in the
neighbor list, with C3 resulting in the new name of [H1][C3]. Similarly, the atoms at
index 4 and index 5 are renamed [H1][C3]. Similarly, the neighbors of the atom at
index 1 are updated such that the atom at index 6 is renamed [H1][C2] and the atom
at index 2 is renamed [C4][C2H1H1H1].

THEOREM 3.9. Updating a previously computed DN name results in the same DN
name as computing the DN name from scratch.

THEOREM 3.10. The asymptotic worst-case complexity of 2-CCV NR FDN is
O(F(l, r, b)(n lg n) + (m+ p)CN(n)). Note that the notation is described in Table I.

PROOF. The worst-case complexity of 2-CCV is given by O(F(l, r, b)(n lg n) + (m +
p)CN(n)) (see Theorem 3.5). The optimization added for 2-CCV NR FDN generates the
same number of bit patterns with b bonds broken that result in balanced bond symbols
(O(F(l, r, b)) bit patterns). In addition, 2-CCV NR FDN will have the same number of
candidate bit patterns that result in an identity chemical reaction or result in a type 1
error. As described in Theorem 3.5, in the worst case, the algorithm will not reuse any
names in the candidate bit patterns.

Therefore, the main difference between 2-CCV and 2-CCV NR FDN is the manner
in which the DN name is generated. The DN name is updated from a a previously
generated name. Note that each atom has a limited number of neighbor atoms (graph
has bounded valence) and, therefore, each name update has O(1) node labels that
must be updated. The string manipulations used to complete each name update can be
completed in O(1) time.

If a bit pattern does not exist that has one less broken bond than the bit pattern we are
updating the name for, then we must recursively call the update name procedure. In the
worst case, we recursively call the update name procedure until we are updating from
the original equation that results in n calls to the update name algorithm. Therefore,
the worst-case time to update all of the node labels is O(n).

Once all of the node labels have been updated, they must be sorted to get the resulting
DN name. The sorting of node labels takes O(n lg n). The worst-case time complexity
for updating a DN name is, therefore, O(n + n lg n) = O(n lg n), and the worst-case
complexity of 2-CCV NR FDN is O(F(l, r, b)(n lg n) + (m+ p)CN(n)).
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Although the worst-case complexity of 2-CCV NR FDN is the same as 2-CCV NR, in
practice, 2-CCV NR FDN performs much faster. The 2-CCV NR FDN algorithm reduces
the time it takes to compute the DN name of the reactants and the products during
stage 1. In addition, 2-CCV NR FDN does not generate the candidate equation unless,
from stage 1, we suspect the equation is mapped.

THEOREM 3.11. 2-CCV NR FDN finds a mapping of optimal cost for a valid chemical
reaction.

PROOF. The correctness of 2-CCV NR FDN follows directly from the correctness of 2-
CCV (Theorem 3.6) and Theorem 3.9, since updating a previously computed DN name
results in the same DN name as computing a DN name from scratch.

3.5. Two-Stage Constructive Count Vector with Fast Degree Neighborhood Naming
and Minimal Storage

The final optimization, Two-Stage Constructive Count Vector with Fast Degree Neigh-
borhood Naming and Minimal Storage (2-CCV FDN MS), is designed to get the runtime
improvements of 2-CCV NR FDN without using hash tables. The individual DN names
are generated while the bit pattern is generated.

Recall that CCV uses a recursive algorithm to generate all possible bit patterns
to meet a given count vector. Prior to each recursive call, 2-CCV FDN MS generates
updated DN atom names. Note that each recursive call increases the number of bits
set to “1” by exactly one, so we can use the update DN name algorithm. Again, consider
our example reaction (Figure 16) with reactant and product count vectors of lsum =
(CC, CH) = (0, 1) and rsum = (CC, CH) = (1, 1), respectively. The first call to the CCV
bit pattern generator will initially set bit 0 to “1” and generate updated DN atom
names. The updated DN atom names are an input to the second call of the CCV bit
pattern generator, which initially sets bit 8 to “1” (e.g., a product CC bond). Updated
DN atom names are generated and used as an input to the third call of the CCV bit
pattern generator, which iterates over each possible CH product bond. For each possible
CH bond product bond, new DN atom names are generated from the input DN atom
names. Once the bit pattern is generated for the count vector, the DN atom names are
sorted and a stage 1 check is performed. If the bit pattern passes the first stage check,
then the candidate equation is created and checked using a chemical graph canonical
naming algorithm. If none of the resulting bit patterns result in an identity chemical
reaction, we return to the second call of the CCV bit pattern generator, which sets bit
9 to “1” (note that bit 8 has returned to “0”) generates updated DN atom names and
makes another call to the CCV bit pattern generator. The procedure continues until
all possible bit patterns are generated or until an identity chemical reaction is found.
Table III lists all of the resulting bit patterns in the order they are generated.

Pseudocode for 2-CCV FDN MS bit pattern generation is provided in Algorithm 6,
and a flow chart of the algorithm is provided in Figure 17.

THEOREM 3.12. The asymptotic worst-case complexity of 2-CCV FDN MS is
O(F(l, r, b)(n lg n) + (m+ p)CN(n)). Note that the notation is described in Table I.

PROOF. The worst-case complexity of CCV is given by O(F(l, r, b)CN(n)) (see
Theorem 2.13). The optimization added for 2-CCV FDN MS generates the same number
of bit patterns with b bond symbols that result in balanced bond symbols (O(F(l, r, b)
bit patterns). As each bit is set to “1” in a candidate bit pattern, the node labels are
updated for the DN name. Recall from the proof of Theorem 3.10 that updating the
node labels takes O(1) time.

Every bit pattern that is generated must be named using DN. The DN name is
obtained by sorting the nodes that were generated while creating the candidate bit
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Table III. Bit Patterns Corresponding to the Reactant and Product Count Vectors of
lsum = (CC, C H) = (0, 1) and rsum = (CC, C H) = (1, 1), respectively

(0, 8, 10) (1, 8, 10) (2, 8, 10) (3, 8, 10) (4, 8, 10) (6, 8, 10) (7, 8, 10)
(0, 8, 11) (1, 8, 11) (2, 8, 11) (3, 8, 11) (4, 8, 11) (6, 8, 11) (7, 8, 11)
(0, 8, 12) (1, 8, 12) (2, 8, 12) (3, 8, 12) (4, 8, 12) (6, 8, 12) (7, 8, 12)
(0, 8, 13) (1, 8, 13) (2, 8, 13) (3, 8, 13) (4, 8, 13) (6, 8, 13) (7, 8, 13)
(0, 8, 14) (1, 8, 14) (2, 8, 14) (3, 8, 14) (4, 8, 14) (6, 8, 14) (7, 8, 14)
(0, 8, 15) (1, 8, 15) (2, 8, 15) (3, 8, 15) (4, 8, 15) (6, 8, 15) (7, 8, 15)
(0, 8, 16) (1, 8, 16) (2, 8, 16) (3, 8, 16) (4, 8, 16) (6, 8, 16) (7, 8, 16)
(0, 9, 10) (1, 9, 10) (2, 9, 10) (3, 9, 10) (4, 9, 10) (6, 9, 10) (7, 9, 10)
(0, 9, 11) (1, 9, 11) (2, 9, 11) (3, 9, 11) (4, 9, 11) (6, 9, 11) (7, 9, 11)
(0, 9, 12) (1, 9, 12) (2, 9, 12) (3, 9, 12) (4, 9, 12) (6, 9, 12) (7, 9, 12)
(0, 9, 13) (1, 9, 13) (2, 9, 13) (3, 9, 13) (4, 9, 13) (6, 9, 13) (7, 9, 13)
(0, 9, 14) (1, 9, 14) (2, 9, 14) (3, 9, 14) (4, 9, 14) (6, 9, 14) (7, 9, 14)
(0, 9, 15) (1, 9, 15) (2, 9, 15) (3, 9, 15) (4, 9, 15) (6, 9, 15) (7, 9, 15)
(0, 9, 16) (1, 9, 16) (2, 9, 16) (3, 9, 16) (4, 9, 16) (6, 9, 16) (7, 9, 16)

ALGORITHM 6: Two-Stage Constructive Count Vector with Fast Degree Neighborhood and
Minimal Storage Bit Pattern Generator and DN Naming (2-CCV FDN MS).
Input: Array of DN names for the reactants and for the products (rNames[ ], pNames[ ]),

BitSet indicating which bonds are broken/formed in the candidate equation (set), Count
Vector indicating the number of each type of bond that should be cut (cv), index of of the
last bond set (i)

Output: A bit set corresponding to a candidate equation that should be tested using Nauty
if set corresponds to cv then

Sort(rNames)
Sort(pNames)
if rNames == pNames then

return set
end

end
if set does not correspond to cv then

for j = i + 1 to final bond that can be set which corresponds to cv do
Flip( j, set)
updatedReactantNames[ ] = update reactant node names to break the bond at index j
updatedProductNames[ ] = update product node names to break the bond at index j
Recursively call this procedure (rNames = updatedReactantNames,
pNames = updatedProductNames, set = set, cv = cv, i = j)
Flip( j, set)

end
end

pattern (O(n lg n) worst-case complexity). Therefore, the worst-case complexity for gen-
erating the DN for all candidate bit patterns is O(F(l, r, b)(n lg n)).

The bit patterns that result in an identity chemical reaction (m) and the bit patterns
that result in a type 1 error (p) are named using a chemical graph canonical naming al-
gorithm in addition to the DN name (m+ p total bit patterns). Therefore, the additional
time required for checking these bit patterns is O((m+ p)CN(n)).

The resulting asymptotic worst-case complexity is, therefore, O(F(l, r, b)(n lg n)+(m+
p)CN(n)).

Using 2-CCV FDN MS, we get the speed increase of previous improvements without
using as much storage.
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Fig. 17. Two-Stage Constructive Count Vector with Fast Degree Neighborhood and Minimal Storage flow
chart.

THEOREM 3.13. 2-CCV FDN MS finds a mapping of optimal cost for a valid chemical
reaction.

PROOF. The correctness of 2-CCV FDN MS follows directly from the correctness of 2-
CCV (Theorem 3.6) and Theorem 3.9, since updating a previously computed DN name
results in the same DN name as computing a DN name from scratch.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiments were carried out on a computer running Microsoft Windows Vista
Home Premium with a 2.66GHz Intel Core 2 Quad Processor and 4 GB of RAM. The
time statistics are provided for relative comparison purposes only because Java uses
automatic garbage collection that is not controlled by the programmer. Note that for all
of the databases, we used the Nauty [McKay 2013] chemical graph canonical naming
algorithm to test for isomorphism. We tested the code on a variety of mechanisms,
including a Colorado School of Mines (CSM) mechanism, a Lawrence Livermore Na-
tional Laboratory (LLNL) [Curran et al. 1998] mechanism, and the KEGG/LIGAND
v57 database [Goto et al. 1998].
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Table IV. Reaction Mechanism Statistics

Total Number Total Number
Number of of Bonds of Bit Number of Atoms2 Number of Bonds3

Reactions Broken/Formed Patterns Tested1 Mean Min Max Mean Min Max
CSM 3,544 7,965 33,02,598 30 4 74 26.51 1 83
LLNL 4,185 10,728 8,71,03,494 38 4 96 34.14 1 91
Kegg/Ligand 2,437 4,880 21,67,38,732 89 6 438 92.61 3 458

1The total number of bit patterns tested in order to find all mappings of minimum cost for each reaction in
the mechanism.
2The total number of reactant and product atoms in the reaction.
3The total number of reactant and product bonds in the reaction.
4The number of bit patterns tested, per reaction, to find all mappings of minimum cost.

Table V. Mapping Statistics

# Bonds Broken/Formed # Min-Cost Mappings # Bit Patterns Tested4

Mean Min Max Mean Median Min Max Mean Median Min Max
CSM 2.25 0 7 7.81 4 1 288 931.88 25 1 2,85,081
LLNL 2.56 0 9 11.98 3 1 1,152 20,813.26 17 1 1,32,36,100
Kegg/Ligand 2.00 0 13 2.19 1 1 49 88,936.00 61 1 8,75,77,407

4.1. Benchmarks

The Colorado School of Mines (CSM) mechanism is derived from published oxidation
and pyrolysis mechanisms [Naik and Dean 2006; Randolph and Dean 2007]. The CSM
mechanism contains 3,544 reactions. The database provided by the Lawrence Liver-
more National Laboratory (LLNL) [Curran et al. 1998] models combustion and ignition
phenomena for normal heptane. The connectivity data for the molecules was added by
students in the Chemical Engineering Department at CSM [Crabtree and Mehta 2009].
Using the provided information, we were able to map over 4,100 reactions from the
LLNL database. Finally, the KEGG/LIGAND v57 database contains bioinformatics
data on chemical substances relevant to life [Goto et al. 1998]. Note that many of the
reactions in the database are missing molecular structure files or have an unequal
number of atoms on the reactant and product side of the reaction. We were able to map
over 2,400 reactions from this database. Tables IV and V provide additional information
about the mechanisms tested.

4.2. Runtimes

Table VI summarizes the runtime results when the code is used to find a single mapping
of minimum cost for each reaction in each mechanism. Table VII summarizes the
runtime results when the code is used to find all mappings of minimum cost for each
reaction in the mechanism. The speedup factors appear to not be impacted by the single-
mapping and all-mapping cases. The results indicate that 2-CCV FDN MS usually
performs over 15 times faster than the CCV algorithm. In the CSM mechanism, we
get approximately the same speed increase with 2-CCV FDN MS, but we are not using
as much memory. In the large mechanisms that contain large molecules, the speed
increase of 2-CCV FDN MS exceeds the speed increase of 2-CCV NR FDN because we
are not spending as much time accessing memory.

4.3. Runtimes of Naming Algorithms

The purpose of this section is to show that our speed improvements are a direct result
of our improved naming techniques. Tables VIII and IX summarize the amount of time
spent in naming algorithms in the CSM mechanism. Tables X and XI summarize the
amount of time spent in naming algorithms in the LLNL mechanism.
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Table VI. Runtime Results: Find a Single Mapping of Minimum Cost

CSM LLNL KEGG/LIGAND
Time Speedup Time Speedup Time Speedup
(sec) over CCV (sec) over CCV (sec) over CCV

CCV 263.56 1.00 14,042.42 1.00 1,21,981.17 1.00
2-CCV 151.46 1.74 8,272.02 1.70 86,495.85 1.41
2-CCV NR 22.84 11.54 1,515.97 9.26 8,064.05 15.13
2-CCV NR FDN 15.54 16.96 1,496.62 9.38 8,145.36 14.94
2-CCV FDN MS 17.25 15.28 618.08 22.72 7,883.34 15.47

Table VII. Runtime Results: Find all Mappings of Minimum Cost

CSM LLNL KEGG/LIGAND
Time Speedup Time Speedup Time Speedup
(sec) over CCV (sec) over CCV (sec) over CCV

CCV 905.78 1.00 34,679.96 1.00 1,96,944.47 1.00
2-CCV 522.27 1.73 21,564.90 1.61 1,41,534.35 1.39
2-CCV NR 68.91 13.14 4,284.03 8.10 13,489.13 14.60
2-CCV NR FDN 56.81 15.94 4,261.83 8.14 13,891.46 14.18
2-CCV FDN MS 61.97 14.62 1,627.91 21.30 12,649.33 15.57

Table VIII. CSM Mechanism Time Spent in Naming Algorithms: First Mapping Only

Nauty Naming DN Naming DN Name Update Total
(sec) (sec) (sec) (sec)

CCV 152.01 152.01
2-CCV 1.06 42.43 43.49
2-CCV NR 0.92 2.24 3.16
2-CCV NR FDN 0.93 0.14 1.62 2.70
2-CCV FDN MS 1.02 0.15 11.17 12.35

Notice that the amount of time 2-CCV spends in DN naming is less than one-third
the amount of time CCV spends in Nauty naming. Note that the Nauty naming time
includes transferring the molecule to Nauty (a C program) using Java Native Interface
(JNI). JNI enables the Java Virtual Machine to use libraries written in other languages,
such as C++. This implies that some, but not all, of the speed increase for the 2-CCV
algorithm comes from the transfer overhead.

Tables VIII through XI show that for all of our benchmark mechanisms, the overall
improvement in naming time is significant using any of our algorithms. Our three
fastest algorithms (2-CCV NR, 2-CCV NR FDN, and 2-CCV FDN MS) are all an order
of magnitude faster than CCV. Note that 2-CCV FDN MS uses more naming time than
2-CCV NR and 2-CCV NR FDN because it does not use a hash table to store previous
results. The total time spent in naming algorithms for 2-CCV NR and 2-CCV NR FDN
is much lower than the total time required to find mappings of minimum cost since it
does not include the time required to look up names in the resulting hash tables.

To get a better understanding of the source of improvement from CCV to 2-CCV,
we have implemented our naming algorithm in C++. Table XII shows the summary of
the time required to name each of the initial molecules of each of the mechanisms in
C++. In a direct comparison between DN and Nauty, DN comes out faster on all three
benchmarks, which can be explained by the fact that DN is doing a subset of what
Nauty is doing. Some of the time improvements for our algorithms also come from
naming all of the reactant molecules (or product molecules) in a single DN naming
invocation rather then calling DN for each individual molecule.
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Table IX. CSM Mechanism Time Spent in Naming Algorithms: Find All Mappings

Nauty Naming DN Naming DN Name Update Total
(sec) (sec) (sec) (sec)

CCV 520.09 520.09
2-CCV 7.28 143.48 150.75
2-CCV NR 2.49 4.05 6.54
2-CCV NR FDN 2.54 0.18 2.66 5.39
2-CCV FDN MS 7.90 0.15 37.09 45.14

Table X. LLNL: First Mapping Only

Nauty Naming DN Naming DN Name Update Total
(sec) (sec) (sec) (sec)

CCV 7,660.11 7,660.11
2-CCV 1.81 2112.78 2,114.58
2-CCV NR 1.39 11.69 13.07
2-CCV NR FDN 1.38 0.24 8.69 10.31
2-CCV FDN MS 1.72 0.22 398.11 400.05

Table XI. LLNL Time Spent in Naming Algorithms: Find All Mappings

Nauty Naming DN Naming DN Name Update Total
(sec) (sec) (sec) (sec)

CCV 18,176.07 18,176.07
2-CCV 20.79 5,302.78 5,323.57
2-CCV NR 5.02 21.30 26.32
2-CCV NR FDN 4.89 0.22 15.92 21.03
2-CCV FDN MS 19.76 0.23 1,023.89 1,043.89

4.4. Analysis of Number of Naming Invocations

Tables XIII through XVI summarize the number of times the naming algorithms are
called to find a single mapping of minimum cost and to find all mappings of minimum
cost for the CSM and LLNL mechanisms. Note that the number of Nauty invocations
drops for 2-CCV NR and 2-CCV NR FDN because we are reusing the stage 2 names (i.e.,
Nauty names) as well as the stage 1 names (i.e., DN names). These tables show that
our improved algorithms have significantly reduced the number of times the naming
algorithms are used when mapping all of the reactions in each of the benchmarks.
These tables provide additional evidence that our speed improvements are a direct
result of the naming improvements that we have implemented.

The number of naming invocations drops significantly with our improved algorithms
because our first stage check (i.e., our DN naming check) eliminates over 99% of the
candidate equations when mapping the reactions in our benchmark mechanisms. Table
XVII summarizes the probability that a candidate equation passes the first stage check
and the probability that a type 1 error occurs. Note that a candidate equation passes the
first stage check if the reactant DN name matches the product DN name. A candidate
equation passes the second stage check if it is an identity chemical reaction (i.e., a
mapping has been found). Table XVII shows that probability of a type 1 error is less
than 0.14% in practice. For example, the LLNL mechanism performs 87,103,494 stage
1 DN name checks when looking for all mappings of minimum cost and 69,552 of
those candidates pass the first stage check. There are 19,423 candidate equations that
are checked which do not result in a identity chemical reaction (i.e., a type 1 error).
The resulting type 1 error probability is 0.02%. A low type 1 error probability indicates
that the first stage check is a useful filter when mapping chemical reactions.
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Table XII. C++ Naming Times for Molecules

Mechanism # Molecules Nauty Naming DN Naming

CSM 364 23,095 19,252
LLNL 482 55,039 37,765

Kegg/Ligand 6,365 8,47,248 8,04,244

Table XIII. CSM Naming Invocations Summary: First Mapping Only

Nauty DN DN Update
Total

Invocations Invocations Invocations

CCV 4,433,949 0 0 4,433,949
2-CCV 25,621 1,866,970 0 1,892,591
2-CCV NR 23,334 92,618 0 115,952
2-CCV NR FDN 23,334 7,088 91,275 121,697
2-CCV FDN MS 25,621 7,088 1,202,095 1,234,804

Table XIV. CSM Naming Invocations Summary: Find All Mappings

Nauty DN DN Update
Total

Invocations Invocations Invocations

CCV 15,781,028 0 0 15,781,028
2-CCV 195,885 6,389,214 0 6,585,099
2-CCV NR 65,346 156,420 0 221,766
2-CCV NR FDN 65,346 7,088 159,416 231,850
2-CCV FDN MS 195,885 7,088 4,075,342 4,278,315

Table XV. LLNL Naming Invocations Summary: First Mapping Only

Nauty DN DN Update
Total

Invocations Invocations Invocations

CCV 219,173,851 0 0 219,173,851
2-CCV 37,626 64,821,374 0 64,859,000
2-CCV NR 29,726 355,839 0 385,565
2-CCV NR FDN 29,726 8,370 393,713 431,809
2-CCV FDN MS 37,626 8,370 48,497,307 48,543,303

Table XVI. LLNL Naming Invocations Summary: Find All Mappings

Nauty DN DN Update
Total

Invocations Invocations Invocations

CCV 572,997,574 0 0 572,997,574
2-CCV 575,204 168,391,764 0 168,966,968
2-CCV NR 128,004 661,495 0 789,499
2-CCV NR FDN 128,004 8,370 748,108 884,482
2-CCV FDN MS 575,204 8,370 127,810,733 128,394,307

Table XVII. Naming Rates and Type 1 Error Probability

Single Mapping All Mappings
Stage 1 Pass Stage 2 Pass Type 1 Error Stage 1 Pass Stage 2 Pass Type 1 Error

CSM 0.48% 75.26% 0.12% 0.98% 85.62% 0.14%
LLNL 0.02% 66.36% 0.01% 0.08% 72.61% 0.02%
KEGG/LIGAND 0.01% 13.17% 0.01% 0.03% 9.84% 0.02%
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Table XVIII. 2-CCV NR FDN Stage 1 Hash Table Size

Single Mapping All Mappings
Mean Min Max Mean Min Max

CSM 27.784 3 1,105 47.019 3 2,532
LLNL 96.478 3 13,476 181.554 3 18,218
KEGG/LIGAND 351.639 3 64,115 511.476 3 92,250

Table XIX. Stage 1 Name Reuse Hash Table Hit
and Miss Rates

Single Mapping All Mappings
Hit Rate Hit Rate

CSM 95.50% 97.68%
LLNL 99.45% 99.60%
KEGG/LIGAND 99.79% 99.81%

4.5. Evaluation of Hash Tables

Table XVIII summarizes the size of the resulting 2-CCV NR FDN hash tables for each
mechanism. Note that hash table size refers to the number of entries (i.e., number of
molecules) in the hash table. When storing names KEGG/LIGAND may have a hash
table with over 90,000 entries to find all mappings of minimum cost. When using 2-
CCV FDN MS, the algorithm stores one set of DN node names during each recursive
call, which is at most 13 (e.g., the maximum number of bonds broken/formed for any
reaction).

Table XIX summarizes the hash table hit and miss rates. The stage 1 DN name is
found in the hash tables over 95% of the time. Notice that the hit rate increases for
the mechanisms that contain larger species because there are more subsets of reactant
and product bonds that can be cut that correspond to each count vector. Recall each
subset of reactant bonds must be tested against each subset of product bonds.

5. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this article presented four algorithms to solve the automated reaction
mapping problem that are based on (i) the use of a fast (but not 100% accurate) canon-
ical labeling algorithm, (ii) name reuse (i.e., storing intermediate results rather than
recomputing), and (iii) and incremental approach to canonical name computation. The
algorithms presented in this article are significantly faster in practice than previous
reaction mapping algorithms. The time to map the reactions from the Kegg/Ligand
database previously took over two days using CCV, but now takes fewer than four hours
to complete. Our detailed analysis in Section 4 shows that the speed improvements
come from our improved naming techniques. Improved automated reaction mapping
algorithms are essential for the growing needs of the cheminformatics and bioinfor-
matics community.
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